
Tempo by Hilton is a stylish and contemporary lifestyle hotel brand dedicated to exceeding the expectations 
of the ambitious, yet balanced, class of discerning traveler – the modern achiever. Thoughtfully designed and 
uplifting, Tempo offers dynamic public spaces, including an open lobby concept with dedicated spaces to relax 
and work, as well as premium culinary options concepted in partnership with Bluestone Lane, including a 
casual breakfast cafe and an inviting coffee and bar experience. Each Tempo will include well-being offerings, 
state-of-the-art fitness facilities and programs, and flexible meeting and working spaces.

TEMPO BY HILTON HIGHLIGHTS

ABOUT TEMPO BY HILTON

Envisioned as catalysts for genuine, memorable 
experiences, all Tempo public areas bring a fresh 
approach to industry mainstays, featuring an open 
plan lobby with flexible and stylish spaces designed to 
facilitate socializing, collaboration, dining and focused 
work. Guests will also enjoy flexible meeting spaces, as 
well as more informal areas perfect for brainstorming with 
teammates or concentrating on individual tasks. From 
distinctive ceiling-mounted art installations to unique 
light fixtures, Tempo’s “Look Up” ethos invites guests 
to experience the present moment and explore a new 
perspective, and inspires them to look up.

DYNAMIC COMMUNAL SPACES

Tempo’s accommodations serve as a refuge where modern 
travelers can recharge and renew for the day ahead. 
Rooms are designed with three zones for function and 
comfort including a dedicated Get Ready zone, spacious 
bathroom with Bluetooth speakers and bath amenities by 
Apotheke, and an enveloping sleep environment to help 
guests unwind. Guests can opt for a signature Tempo 
Wellness guestroom with in-room product experiences from 
Peloton and Therabody.

RE-IMAGINED GUEST ROOMS

Tempo’s food and beverage offerings – developed 
in collaboration with our mates at Bluestone Lane, 
the Australian-inspired premium coffee roaster, café 
and lifestyle brand – ensure guests have access 
to everything they need to sustain energy and 
boost focus. Guests can fuel their morning with 
an assortment of hearty and healthy options for 
breakfast, including artisanal smoothies and other 
breakfast favorites. Later in the day, guests can 
stop by the hotel’s bar for spirited craft cocktails and 
small plates.

From Tempo’s signature hydration bars and state-of-
the-art fitness centers, to the signature “Power Down” 
in-room content, Tempo enables balance, helping 
guests to both power up for their day and unwind after 
a long day. 

MODERN FUEL FOR DAY & NIGHT

POWER UP & POWER DOWN

OUR NEIGHBORHOODS 

• Irving, Las Colinas
• San Diego, Del Mar
• Louisville, NuLu District
• Boston, Fenway

WHERE YOU CAN VISIT US IN THE FUTURE:

• New York City, Financial District
• Charlotte, Ballantyne
• Seattle, Downtown
• Memphis, Downtown
• San Diego Gaslamp District  

• New Haven Downtown  
• Dallas, Downtown
• San Diego, Downtown
• Milwaukee, Downtown
• Nashville Midtown

• Virginia Beach Town Center
• Memphis Downtown Union Row
• Carmel Indianapolis
• Nashville Downtown Nashville Yards



For additional information or media 
inquiries, visit our Press Center at 

Stories.Hilton.com.

tempobyhilton.com

As Tempo by Hilton responds to the COVID-19 pandemic, some services and amenities have been adjusted in order to adhere to health and safety 
guidance from local government. For more information on Hilton’s resources visit Hilton CleanStay and Hilton EventReady with CleanStay.

Tempo by Hilton guests can enjoy the benefits of Hilton Honors, the award-winning guest loyalty program for Hilton's distinct hotel brands. Members will 
have access to benefits such as Digital Key, flexible payment options using Points, exclusive member discounts and free Wi-Fi.
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